A steady two-dimensional binary mixture flow of visco-elastic fluid past a flat stretching porous surface has been studied in presence of transverse magnetic field and external heat source.
Introduction
Analysis of visco-elastic fluid flow has attracted many researchers because of its applications in many industrial and engineering applications. In visco-elastic fluid flow, the viscosity dissipates mechanical energy into heat energy and elasticity stores the energy. Prakash et al. [5] Choudhury and Purkayastha [6] , and Dey ( [7] , [8] , [9] ) have investigated the problem of visco-elastic fluid flow using Walters liquid model for short relaxation memories.
Separation process of binary mixture flow where one of the components is rarer than other is used in chemical industries. Sharma and Singh ([10] - [14] ) and Sharma et al. [15] have studied the flow problems of binary mixture in presence of magnetic field. Dey and Khound [16] have studied the Hall current effects on Binary mixture flow guided by Oldroyd B fluid through a porous channel using separation of variable technique. Effects of Nano-particles shape and concentration on natural convection of Al2O3-Water Nanofluid in a cubic enclosure has been studied by Wang et al. [17] The tendency for species to diffuse due to temperature gradient is known as thermal diffusion. Problems of visco-elastic fluid flow through porous media with multiple components are seen e.g., molten fluid in the earth's crust, crude oil in the petroleum. The separation due to thermal diffusion may lead an unstable system to stable one [15] .
The objective of the present study is to investigate the visco-elastic effects on binary mixture flow past a stretching surface in presence of transverse magnetic field. Equations are solved numerically using MATLAB built in bv4pc solver technique. Results are discussed graphically with a special emphasis is given on visco-elastic effects of the fluid flow governed by Walter's liquid for short relaxation memories. Using the above mentioned assumptions, we get the governing equations of motion as follows: 
Mathematical Formulation
The boundary conditions of the problem are:
Where u, v are velocities along x and y directions respectively, T temperature of fluid, p pressure, limiting viscosity at small shear rate, k0 visco-elastic parameter, ρ density, g acceleration due to gravity, K permeability of the medium, σ electrical conductivity, Cp specific heat at constant pressure and c is a constant. 
Method of Solution
Let us introduce the following similarity variables:
Into the equations (1.7), (1.3) and (1.4) respectively and we get
Corresponding boundary conditions are 
Discussions
The equations (3. In energy dissipation, mechanical energy is dissipated into heat energy by viscosity and it is exhibited by the non-dimensional parameter, Eckert number. Enhancement of Eckert number notifies that energy dissipation will be higher and mechanical energy will be reduced. Its consequence is seen in the velocity of fluid motion, as the motion slows down (figure 3) and temperature of the medium will rise. Enhancement of magnitude of the thermal diffusion decelerates the fluid motion in the viscous dominance region (figure 4). Effects of energy dissipation on the secondary flow are shown by figure 5 and it is noticed that fluid motion is accelerated rapidly in the vicinity of the surface and then it converges uniformly at free stream region.
Shear rate represents the rate of deformation and its pattern over the width of region is represented by figure 6 and it indicates that at the surface, deformation rate is higher and gradually it decreases. Also, we can interpret that during the energy dissipation, rate of deformation experiences a declining trend. Effects of visco-elasticity on temperature and concentration are given by the figures 8 and 9 respectively. It can be interpreted that during the growth of visco-elasticity, generation of temperature from the work done will decrease (figure 8) and deposition of lighter component will be higher. Figure 9 also states that deposition of particles is maximum in the neighbourhood of the surface.
Thermo-diffusion parameter characterizes the concentration gradient due to temperature flux and it has positive impact on concentration (figure 10) and it is also concluded that the rise of thermo-diffusion parameter reduces the magnitude of rate of mass transfer (figure 11). 
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Conclusion
Some of the points are concluded from the above study are given as follows:
• Fluid motion is retarded by visco-elasticity of the governing fluid motion.
• Energy dissipation has a negative impact on the Rate of deformation.
• Shear stress of viscous drag is maximum in the neighbourhood of the surface.
• Deposition rate of particles is higher at the surface. 
